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Welcome to Core Steward Training Part One! 
 
Ground Rules: 

 Be open to share your ideas and experiences. 
 Be on time when coming back from breaks. 
 Please turn electronics off or on vibrate and the keeping tabs on them to to a 

minimum. 
 Step up, step back.  
 Be respectful of other. 
 Remember that we don’t all have the same contract. Be inclusive to all and if 

speaking to a specific acronyms, contract, or issues please wait till breaks or 
explain for the rest of group. 

 Anything else? 

 
Agenda:  
 
Unit 1: Getting to know UHW and your Role. 

a. Section One: Who is SEIU-UHW 
b. Section Two: The Role & Rights of a Steward 
c. Section three: The special status of a union Steward  

 
Unit 2: Grievance Handling Basics 

a. Section One: What is a grievance? 
b. Section Two: Is it a grievance? 
c. Section Three: Investigating a grievance 
d. Section Four: Discipline Investigation Meetings 
e. Section Five: Solving Grievances 
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Unit 1: Getting to know UHW and your Role. 

 

Section One: Who is SEIU-UHW?  
  
Purpose: The purpose of this section is to learn about what & who is SEIU-UHW.  
 
Introduction: We are SEIU-UHW-West or Service Employees International Union- United 
Healthcare Workers- West. Our members are dedicated to improving standards of care and 
standards of living: We are more than 97,000 healthcare professionals across 185 hospitals and 
clinics in California. Just in Kaiser, we represent over 55,000 members in over 180 
classifications.  We work where Californians get their care -- at Kaiser Permanente, Dignity 
Health, Sutter Health, Tenet Healthcare, HCA hospitals, Cedar's Sinai and many others. 
 
What is the SEIU? SEIU-UHW is a local union which is a part of the Service Employees 
International Union with 2.1 million members in the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico.   
   
Who leads SEIU-UHW? The members do! We have an executive board made up of over 190 
members, one board member for every 500 members. Plus, we have an Executive Committee 
which has one representative for each 5,000 members. The President of our union is David 
Regan and our Vice-President is Stan Lyles.   
 
Activity One: Introductions 
 
Please introduce yourself by: 

- Name, 
- What facility you work at,  
- What you do,  
- How long you’ve been a steward, & 

 
What are issues that are important to you as a healthcare Worker? What matters to you that made 
you become involved in the union? 
  
 
Activity Two: Review the fact sheet: What UHW is About. 
 
At SEIU-UHW our mission is Healthcare Justice, which means quality, accessible healthcare for 
everyone provided by respected caregivers everywhere.   
  
We don’t only take on the boss in our worksites, but we take on all issues of social 
justice. Achieving Healthcare Justice requires us to fight against discrimination in healthcare, 
employment and all aspects of society.   
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What UHW is About 
 
Here is a bit about who we are:  
 
Raised CA Minimum Wage: SEIU-UHW led the effort to raise California’s minimum wage. 
We pushed Governor Brown to sign legislation to raise California’s minimum wage to $15 by 
2021. Now fewer families will have to make the choice between paying for childcare or 
groceries, between medical care and utilities.  

 
Healthcare at the Border: Near the end of 2018, as an overwhelming number of refugees and 
asylum-seekers were stuck at the US/Mexico border, UHW members, in coalition with other 
organizations, traveled to Tijuana to provide meals, first aid services and supplies to those in 
need, many of them children. 

  
The ACA: SEIU- UHW will continue to fight against any threats to Healthcare protections 
granted by the Affordable Care Act.  Last year, when Congress attempted to take it away, SEIU-
UHW members made thousands of calls, and emails.  We will continue to protect it. We also 
held healthcare enrollment fairs across the state to ensure families have healthcare.  

 
Leaders to Lawmakers: SEIU-UHW members met with lawmakers to push for legislation to 
protect vulnerable dialysis patients, fix medi-cal, and hold Kaiser accountable during contract 
negotiations.  

 
Healthcare Justice requires Racial Justice 
African-Americans & Latinos have died 
from COVID-19 at a rate close to twice their 
representation in the population, the result of 
historic inequality, disproportionate poverty, 
limited access to healthcare, and higher 
representation in the ranks of essential 
workers who have been required to work 
during the pandemic. UHW is committed to 
fighting for expanding healthcare coverage, 
taking action with systems such as Medi-Cal 
and dialysis care which disproportionately 
include people of color.  
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Most workers with little to 
no benefits. 

Non-union 
workers with 

some benefits.  

Union 
workers 

with good 
wages, 
medical 

benefits & 
retirement.   

Activity Three: Small Group Activity 
 
And why? Why do we do all these things?  
Not only is it the right thing to do, because we fundamentally believe in social justice. But, we 
can’t be on an island of good wages, retirement & medical benefits. If we don’t raise standards 
for all working people, we will ultimately never have better wages & benefits than we have now 
or worse- we will likely lose everything we have.  
 
  
  
  

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discussion questions: (choose one) 
 

1. Of all the different issues that the Union is fighting for, which are you most proud of and 
why?  

2. Which campaign that UHW is a part of, do you want to be a part of and why? 
3. What piece inspired you the most learning about UHW? 
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Section Two: The Role and Rights of a Steward 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this section is to learn about and clarify what your role is as a leader in 
SEIU-UHW.  
 
Introduction: Recently, you chose to be a leader for SEIU-UHW. As a Steward your chief 
responsibility is to lead; that means building a united, organized, and involved membership in 
your workplace, actively being involved in defining the program of the union and carrying out 
the mission and vision that leaders from all over the state have debated and created. We believe 
that Union power comes from the involvement and the commitment of its members. 
 
As a steward you will face a wide variety of challenges: the mechanics of solving issues for 
members, the mechanics of grievance handling, the wide variety of problems that members will 
bring to you, and dealing effectively with management. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activity One: Brainstorm 
What are ways in which you 
can lead in your department?  
What can you do as a steward 
to lead? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Activity Two: Read the following fact sheet: The roles of a steward. 
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The Role of a Steward 
Being a steward is not only representing a member when they are in “trouble” or representing the 
Union when your contract is being broken. As a leader you are taking responsibility for a group 
of members and involving, communicating, activating them in all aspects of the union. Here are 
different roles you are taking on a steward: 
 
Political Activist 
Politics affects everything we do. We face law changes that can help or hurt our future in our 
workplaces.  
 
When we elect healthcare champions, we gain political allies who will stand with workers when 
we're in a fight for a strong contract, and who will work with us to pass legislation improving 
healthcare justice in California. 
 
 
COPE Conversationalist 
COPE (Committee on Political Education) is our political action fund that we use to influence 
policy decisions and resource allocation decisions for all Political Activities. When we pool our 
resources, $20 or $25 at a time; we can pool our power to equal the power of the healthcare 
industry. Who here gives to COPE?  
 
 
Working Class Warrior 
Our union not only looks at the standards of living for our members, but we also care about the 
communities we live in. In order to gain for our members, we have to focus on garnering the 
community support to create a movement. As we see in today's society, many workers struggle 
to survive. We have to be about "all workers" to actually create change. We cannot just lean 
inward and support just our members, we have to be about real change for all workers. 
 
 
Healthcare Justice Trooper 
We are an industry that is tied into the health and welfare of the communities our members serve. 
Healthcare workers know more about quality patient care than anyone else- we are uniquely 
positioned to tell the story of what patients need. Since federal, state & county guidelines 
determine how patients are cared for: as healthcare workers, we need to have input in those 
decisions.  
 
We have to be on the right side of healthcare justice because everyone we serve in our shops are 
potentially effected. We believe that everyone has a right to healthcare and preventative care. We 
stand firm on our position to create opportunities that will protect everyone to achieve this. 
 
Ballot Initiative Advocate 
Strikes just aren’t what they used to be. It is much cheaper to pay temporary employees for a few 
weeks then to agree to raises, fully-paid healthcare, or a pension. And how many of us can afford 
to be on a strike line for more than a few weeks? Ballot initiatives are a real threat that can 
change or restrict the way a health care facility does business. 
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Activity Three: What Would a Steward Do? 
We are going to play a game called: “What would a Steward Do?” to practice our role as a Union 
Steward.   
 

1) We are first going to look at an example of what not to do, then you will get a chance to 
do it right.   

2) We need four pairs of volunteers:  a member & a steward for each scenario. There are 
four scenarios.  

3) Each volunteer in the pair will take a role (member or steward). The scenarios are on the 
following page. 

 
1. After each scenario, we will ask the question: What was wrong with what the 

steward did?  
2. After we look at all four scenarios, we will review the key points found on “What 

would a Steward Do? Scenario Key Points.” 
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What Would a Steward Do? Scenarios 
 
1) Member: My supervisor just gave me a verbal warning!  So what if I was late this week, my 

car broke down!  Besides I have only been getting to work 20 minutes late and I make up for 
it! 

 
Steward Wrong:  Ok I’ll take care of it don’t worry.  It’s not your fault.  I’ll fix it, I’m going to 
fill out a grievance for you right now! 
 
 
2) Member: Hey I have a question for you, do I get paid for overtime if part of my normal 40 

hours was holiday pay? 
 
Steward Wrong: Umm… you need to call the Union Rep, you know they get paid for this. Yeah 
just call them. 
 
 
3) Member: I need the union to do something, even though there is a policy that states that 

everyone is supposed to speak English, a bunch of people in my department speak Spanish to 
each other and I am pretty sure they are talking behind other people’s backs. What’s worse is 
that the manager talks to them in Spanish too and I can’t even understand what they are 
saying!  I want to file a grievance to make them speak English while they are at work! 

 
Steward Wrong: I’ll talk to the manager and try to straighten it out and if that doesn’t work then 
you can file a grievance. 
 
 
4) Member: I have a question about my pension.  I want to retire in five years and I want to be 

sure that I will have my full pension, is there any chance that I could lose money or that my 
benefits will be reduced? 

 
Steward Wrong: (Cuts off member), yeah we can talk about that later but right now we have this 
bargaining survey and it’s really important that we get at least 50% of the department to fill it 
out-cause that is what the Union is telling us so can you just fill it out really quick, it doesn’t 
really matter what you put down, but can you just fill it out really quick, for me?  Thanks! 
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What Would a Steward Do? Scenario Key Points 
 
1) Member: My supervisor just gave me a verbal warning!  So what if I was late this week, my 

car broke down!  Besides I have only been getting to work 20 minutes late and I make up for 
it!  

Steward Wrong:  Ok I’ll take care of it don’t worry.  It’s not your fault.  I’ll fix it, I’m going to 
fill out a grievance for you right now! 
Key Point: We have a responsibility to tell members when they don’t have a case.  Do not file 
grievances on cases that do not have merit. 
 
2) Member: Hey I have a question for you, do I get paid for overtime if part of my normal 40 

hours was holiday pay? 
Steward Wrong: Umm… you need to call the Union Rep, you know they get paid for this.  
Yeah just call them. 
Key Point: It’s ok to not know the answer but as a steward you need to take it upon yourself to 
learn the answers and then share them with your members.  It is not ok to pass on your work to 
someone else.  Find out and follow up. 
 
3) Member: I need the union to do something, even though there is a policy that states that 

everyone is supposed to speak English, a bunch of people in my department speak Spanish to 
each other and I am pretty sure they are talking behind other people’s backs.  What’s worse is 
that the manager talks to them in Spanish too and I can’t even understand what they are 
saying!  I want to file a grievance to make them speak English while they are at work! 

Steward Wrong: I’ll talk to the manager and try to straighten it out and if that doesn’t work then 
you can file a grievance. 
Key Point: Being a Union Steward means we represent all of our members no matter what their 
race, gender, religion, language, etc.  When there are conflicts that come up between members it 
is our responsibility to deal with those conflicts and create unity.  Remember management 
thrives off keeping us divided! 
 
4) Member: I have a question about my pension.  I want to retire in five years and I want to be 

sure that I will have my full pension, is there any chance that I could lose money or that my 
benefits will be reduced? 

Steward Wrong: Cuts off member, yeah we can talk about that later but right now we have this 
bargaining survey and it’s really important that we get at least 50% of the department to fill it out 
cause that is what the Union is telling us so can you just fill it out really quick, it doesn’t really 
matter what you put down, but can you just fill it out really quick, for me?  Thanks! 
Key Point: If you want members to participate you need to connect what they care about to the 
Union.  Find out what people care about and then explain to them how the Union can make a 
difference in what they care about. Don’t act as if the Union was a third party.  If there is a 
program or campaign that the Union is doing explain to your members why it is important. If 
you don’t understand, ask! 
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Section Three: The Special Status of Union Stewards 
 
As a leader there is a quality that is very vital to this role: you must be willing to engage in 
conflict. Believe it or not there will be times when you will engage in conflict with management. 
How can you do this without being afraid of retaliation from management? 
 
Labor Law awards a special status to stewards and other Union representatives. The following 
section reviews some of the special status laws.  
 
Steward’s Immunity, also known as “the equality rule”: 
When a steward in engaged in any activity that is representational (such as investigation 
meetings, grievance meetings, informal meetings, and acting in any way in an official capacity as 
a Union steward) under the National Labor Relations Act (NRLA), a steward automatically 
becomes equals with management. This creates a power situation not of manager to subordinate, 
but of equals. 
 
Stewards Immunity empowers stewards to engage in actions that might otherwise be seen as 
insubordinate or would warrant discipline. Some of these actions are: 
 
• Raising your voice. 
• Using bad language- cursing or swearing. 
• Challenging management’s truthfulness. 
• Threatening legal actions. 
• Talking about possible group actions. 
• Addressing the boss the same way he/she addresses you. 
 
 
Even though these actions are allowed, they are not a reason for stewards to yell, curse, and call 
your boss a liar every time you go into a meeting with management. But, this law allows for 
stewards to be effective when representing members. It is allowed because and should be used in 
order to create a power situation of equality. 
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Quiz! Rights of Stewards  
 
1) I was given a warning for yelling at a grievance meeting. Aren’t I allowed to raise my voice? 
 
2) While arguing a grievance, I called my supervisor a liar and that he “Needs to get his facts 

straight.” As it turned out, I was mistaken.  Can I be disciplined?   
 
3) Do I risk discipline if I advise an employee not to sign a warning slip? 
 
4) The hospital director thinks that I am telling workers not to work overtime, which is 

voluntary under our contract. Can she question them about my instructions? 
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Answers to: Quiz! Rights of Stewards  

1) I was given a warning for yelling at a grievance meeting. Aren’t I allowed to raise my 
voice? 

Yes. Unless it disturbs patient care, the NLRA protects arguing during a grievance meeting, even 
shouting. Make sure your meeting is in a location out of ear-shot of patients. 

 

 

2) While arguing a grievance, I called my supervisor a liar and that he “needs to get his facts 
straight.”  As it turned out, I was mistaken.  Can I be disciplined? 

No.  Under the equality rule, a steward has protected right to accuse a supervisor of lying, even if 
the accusation turns out to be incorrect. 

 

 

3) Do I risk discipline if I advise an employee not to sign a warning slip? 

Yes.  If a company rule or policy requires employees to sign warning slips, you could be subject 
to an insubordination charge if you advise an employee not to sign.  Although the NLRB has 
sometimes aided a steward in this kind of situation, the most prudent course is to have the 
employee write, “signed under protest” next to their signature. 

 

 

4) The hospital director thinks that I am telling workers not to work overtime, which is 
voluntary under our contract. Can she question them about my instructions? 

No. Interrogations about union activity are lawful only if the activity violates the contract or 
exceeds the bounds of protected conduct. Under the NLRA, employees who are subjected to 
illegal questions can refuse to answer, or can even answer falsely. 
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Summary 

 Grievances are an important responsibility of a steward. But, as a steward your chief 
responsibility is to lead; that means building a united, organized, and involved membership 
in your workplace. 

 The role of the steward is NOT to be a solo deal maker or mediator between members & 
management, but rather to involve and organize members. 

 It’s okay not to know all the answers, seek out the advice of other stewards in your facility. 
They were once starting out too! 

 Remember, in your role as a union steward, you are management’s equal. That’s the law. 
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Unit Two: Grievance Handling Basics 
 
 

Section One: What is a Grievance? 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this section is to review and learn about the beginning basics of 
handling grievances. 
 
Introduction: As a steward, you will need to become familiar with the grievance procedure. The 
grievance procedure should always be used to build your leadership skills and solve wide-spread 
problems in the workplace,  
 
 
 

Activity One: As a large group, discuss the following question: 
Think of a time when you had to go through a process to solve a problem or a situation (it can be 
a legal problem, the grievance process, a family issue, 
making a major decision for your family).  What kinds of 
skills and tools did you need to solve those problems in 
those situations? 
 
Chart responses.  
 
Keep those skills and tools in your mind when solving 
grievances in your facility! Each issue will be unique and 
you will need those skills in order to not only solve the grievance or problem but learn to lead on 
issues that come up.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Activity Two: Small group activity. 
Review the following fact sheet “What is a Grievance”, and then in small groups discuss the 
questions that follow:  
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What is a Grievance?  
 
A grievance is generally defined as a claim by an employee that he or she is adversely affected 
by the misinterpretation or misapplication of the collectively bargained agreement (CBA). To 
address grievances, we have a grievance procedure.  
 
A grievance procedure is a means of internal dispute resolution by which an employee may have 
his or her grievances addressed. Most collective bargaining agreements include procedures for 
filing and resolving grievances. The processes will typically involve the employee(s), union 
representatives and members of the employer’s management team. 
 
Grievance processes may differ somewhat from employer to employer and under various 
collective bargaining agreements. However, most have certain general processes in common. 
 
Grievances are brought to the employee’s immediate supervisor. This may be either an informal 
process or the beginning of the formal process. Generally, there will be a requirement that the 
grievance be submitted in writing using a grievance form. Usually, the supervisor and the union 
representative will review the grievance to determine whether it is valid. Also, grievance 
procedures will require that the submission occur within a specified timeframe following 
the event or incident. 
 
Remember to check your timelines! A grievance can automatically be dismissed by the employer 
based on missed timelines, regardless of the merits of the grievance.  
 
Three possible outcomes may occur at this stage of the process: 

 The supervisor and the union representative may determine that no valid grievance exists 
and close the grievance.  

 The grievance may be resolved. 
 The grievance may not be resolved to the employee’s satisfaction, and it will move 

forward to the next step in the process. 
 

The next step typically involves the next level of management hierarchy. A failure to resolve the 
grievance will lead to the next step in the grievance process. 

If the grievance remains unresolved, many collective bargaining agreements include a provision 
by which an outside arbitrator may be called in to resolve the issue.  Check your contract there 
may a level before arbitration that calls for mediation.  

Moving the grievance through the step process has timelines and written notifications at each 
step. Make sure to review the timelines of your grievance procedure in your collective 
bargaining agreement.  
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An effective grievance procedure provides employees with a mechanism to resolve issues of 
concern. The grievance procedure may also help employers correct issues before they become 
serious issues.  

 

Activity Three: True or False- Large group activity. 
As a large group, answer if the following statements are True or False and discuss why.  
 

 
 
True 

 
 
False 

 
You should file a grievance on every issue that comes up in your facility, it 
ensures that you will be well-respected by your co-workers.  
 

 
 
True 

 
 
False 

 
Grievances should be private. They are between you and the grievant. This 
is part of the deal when you became a steward.  
 

 
 
True 

 
 
False 

 
It is always best to solve issues at the lowest level, you may have the best 
case but you never know what an arbitrator is going to decide.  
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Summary 

 Always remember your timelines, we don’t want to lose a grievance on a technicality! 
 

 Reach out to other stewards and your steward council when processing a grievance, they may 
experience with the dame issue, the same department or manager and may be able to help 
you resolve issues. 

 
 When working on grievances, always think about: How can I solve this grievance? Use 

grievances as a tool to build the Union, not to pick fights with management.  The reality is 
the it can be a lengthy process and members will start to lose faith in the Union if too many 
issues are left unsolved for too long.  
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Section Two: Is it a grievance? 
Purpose: The purpose of this section is to be able to determine if an issue is grievable, a 
complaint, or an issue that can solved in another way.  

Introduction: As a steward you will receive a mixture of complaints from workers. For 
grievances, there are two different categories of grievances:  

Discipline Rule Violation 
A worker was disciplined and a grievance is 
filed because the discipline was unjust. 

Management broke the contract, policy, or 
past practice, etc. and a grievance is filed 
because management must stop, reverse or 
remedy the consequences of the violation.   
 

 

Activity One: Rule Violation or Discipline? 
Individually, using the following issues, categorize them as a discipline grievance or a rule 
violation grievance. Then we will review the answers as a large group.  
 

a) Joanna is tardy 10xs 
 

b) Management is playing favorites and always gives the overtime shift to the favorite 
employees. 

 
c) Debra was caught stealing boxes apple juice from the unit. 

 
d) Alex was clocking in and then leaving to go park his car. 

 
e) The members in your department are upset because their manager is a jerk. 

 
f) Management refuses to meet with you when you file a grievance. 

 
g) Frank is getting a rash form the cleaning products he uses, he has no idea what it is and 

management is refusing to tell him. 
 

h) The past practice is that when the unit decides who gets the day off for voluntary call off- 
preference goes by seniority.  

 

 

Activity Two: Review the following "Just Cause & Rule Violation Standards” fact sheets.  
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Just Cause & Rule Violation Standards 

Let’s first look at discipline grievances. Discipline and Just Cause go hand in hand. Our contracts 
include a “Just Cause” clause to protect members against arbitrary and unfair discipline. It is 
commonly accepted that there are seven tests as to whether a boss has used "just cause" in 
handing out discipline.  

Just Cause Test Example  
1) Was the employee adequately warned 

of the consequences of his conduct? 
The warning may be given orally or in printed 
form. An exception may be made for certain 
conduct, such as insubordination, coming to 
work drunk, drinking on the job, or stealing 
employer property, that is so serious that the 
employee is expected to know it will be 
punishable. 
 

If an employee is told to stop using vulgar 
language and told that if he continues he will 
be disciplined, that maybe adequate warning. 
However if a boss comes up to an employee 
and says "I'm tired of your swearing, cut it 
out", and then the next day fires the employee 
for swearing again, that may not be adequate 
warning. 

2) Was the employer's rule or order 
reasonably related to efficient and safe 
operations? 

A boss makes a rule that all employees in the 
operating room must wear red clean scrubs 
and they must be tucked in so they don't get 
caught in doors. An employee is fired for 
wearing blue clean scrubs that were tucked in. 
Making a rule that scrubs must clean and 
tucked in so they won't get caught in doors 
may be reasonable and related to safety, but 
demanding the tee shirt be blue isn't related to 
safety or efficiency. 
 

3) Did management investigate before 
administering the discipline? 

The investigation normally should be made 
before the decision to discipline is made. 
Where immediate action is required, however, 
the best course is to suspend the employee 
pending investigation with the understanding 
that he will be restored to his job and paid for 
time lost if he is found not guilty. 

The boss fires a worker for stealing and then 
demands evidence from the union that the 
worker isn't guilty. At the grievance meeting 
the boss admits he never investigated the 
incident, just took another employee's word. 
This probably wouldn't hold up. If the union 
has facts to prove the employee's innocence 
they should be presented to the boss, even 
though he failed to properly investigate the 
case. 
 

4) Was the investigation fair and 
objective? 

If an incident happened does the employer 
interview everyone present or only 
management people who were present. If the 
employer refuses to interview non-
management workers then the investigation 
may not be fair. 
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5) Did the investigation produce 
substantial evidence or proof of guilt? 

It is not required that the evidence be 
preponderant, conclusive, or "beyond 
reasonable doubt," except where the alleged 
misconduct is of such a criminal or 
reprehensible nature as to stigmatize the 
employee and seriously impair his chances for 
future employment. 
 

Here it is obvious that workers have less 
rights inside the workplace than they would 
have in civil court, but still the boss must 
have real evidence, not guesses. Again, the 
boss cannot just try to make a worker prove 
his or her innocence, without presenting proof 
of guilt. 

6) Were the rules, orders, and penalties 
applied evenhandedly and without 
discrimination? 

If enforcement has been lax in the past, 
management cannot suddenly reverse its 
course and begin to crack down without first 
warning employees of its intent. 

This is the most common form of 
discrimination. An employer decides to 
suspend Mary for taking too long at lunch, 
but lets the employees who eat lunch with a 
supervisor take extra time every day. This 
would not hold up. However, if the employer 
tells everyone that starting on Monday 
employees will be disciplined for taking too 
long at lunch and on Tuesday Mary comes 
back late and everyone else has been on time, 
she may be disciplined. 
 

7) Was the penalty reasonably related to 
the seriousness of the offense and the 
past record? 

If employee A's past record is significantly 
better than that of employee B, the employer 
properly may give employee A lighter 
punishment than employee B for the same 
offense. 

The classic example is two employees get in 
an argument and shove each other. One has 
25 years service with a clean record. The 
other has 3 years service with lots of warnings 
and discipline. Based upon the workers 
seniority and records, the employer may give 
the older worker less punishment than the 
other worker. 
 

 

A Note on Just Cause:  Use the "seven tests" as an outline. Did the employer meet the seven 
tests? Remember that just because an employer messes up on one of the seven tests, this doesn't 
mean we automatically win, but proving they screwed up helps a lot. You have to take into 
consideration the actual offense, if they were caught inebriated at work, obviously it is not going 
to matter if management didn’t meet all the tests.  

 

 

Activity Three: Large group activity. 
Review the following Rule Violation standards fact sheet as a large group. 
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Rule Violation Grievances 

Here are reasons why you would file a “Rule Violation” grievance:  

 
A Violation of the contract:  Generally, a grievance is any violation of 
the contract.  However, some contracts exclude some areas from the 
grievance procedure while other contracts allow for a broader definition. 
Check your contract.   
 
 
 
Disagreement over the meaning or application of a term of the contract: Generally, the 
facts are not in dispute, although the interpretation of the contract may be.   
 
 
Past Practice in the Workplace: This can be the basis for a grievance, particularly in areas 
where the contract is silent or unclear, where a past practice has been violated by management, 
an employee may have a real grievance. But, to be considered a past practice, the 
circumstances must have been repeated over an extended period of time; accepted explicitly or 
implicitly by both workers and management e.g., by verbal agreement or in writing, without 
either side formally objecting; or while violating the contract, neither side has demanded that 
this part of the contract be enforced.  
 

 
 
Remember! Employees often have individual complaints that don’t always rise to grievances. 
Such as, complaints about fellow employees, personal troubles, complaints about a bad 
supervisor and other workplace concerns. A formal grievance may not be the answer, but the 
complaint should still be addressed, and other action, if warranted, should be explored. 
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Grievance Case Scenarios 
 
Activity Four: Small group activity. 

1) In small groups, review the following two case scenarios and discuss in small groups 
whether or not you would grieve the discipline or the rule violation issues.  

2) Then, decide whether or not you think that the Union would win the cases or not and 
why.   

3) We will then reveal how a group of arbitrators awarded these cases.  
 
Case #1: Previous Discipline 
In this case, it was a pharmacy tech with several years of experience. The Pharmacy staff had 
been working hard and management wanted to do something for the staff, they were going to 
hold a raffle for prizes to try to boost morale. (Hiring more staff would boost morale- but that’s a 
different issue for a different day…) In order to enter the raffle, you would need to write your 
name on a ticket and turn in your ticket into a box in the pharmacy break room. Each employee 
received one ticket.  
 
The grievant went into the managers’ office to talk to him about leaving early 
and he wasn’t there. He saw the tickets on the manager’s desk and grabbed 
extra (the total number is disputed). Nevertheless, the grievant filled them out 
and turned them in. After the raffle (the grievant did not win any of the 
prizes), while the manager was dumping the box out, he noticed that there 
was more than one ticket with the grievant’s name on it.  He asked the 
grievant about it and he admitted to filling some extras out. His response was 
that he didn’t win anyway so no harm, no foul. 
 
Management discharged him for unprofessional conduct. This was a penalty case. The facts are 
really not in dispute. The union argued that discharge was too harsh.  
 
Management’s argument relies heavily on the discipline which was issued 3 years ago to the 
grievant. In that case, the grievant had told the manager he was going to renew his commercial 
drivers’ license before transporting medications for the pharmacy. In fact, he drove first and got 
the license the next day. Management issued a written warning. 
 
Now, 3 years later, the union argued that discharge was disproportionate, given that the earlier 
offense merited only a reprimand. 
 
Questions: 

1) Though this case was taken to arbitration, would you have taken the case to 
arbitration? Why or why not?  

2) What would you guess that the outcome is likely to be if the case went to 
arbitration? And why? 
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Case #2: Past Practice: Contract is clear 
 
In this case, the contract specifically states: you must work your scheduled hours on the day 
before and the day after the holiday, in order to receive holiday pay.  
 
Supervisors have routinely approved holiday pay for employees who have missed the day before 
or day after, so long as the employee has presented some proof that they were sick and unable to 
work on that day, such as a doctor’s note. This practice had been going on for years.  
 
A new manager came in, and asked the finance department:  "Why are we paying these people? 
The contract says we don’t have to. And we’re not going to do it anymore." 
 
There is no dispute that the issue meets all of the elements of past practice. It is clear, repeated 
over a reasonably long period of time, and accepted. Now, the question is whether the practice is 
binding. 
 
This is the classic dispute. The contract is clear. Yet the practice has been going on for years. 
Which one should prevail? 
 
Arguments: 
The union is essentially arguing that, in adopting the practice, the parties have modified the 
contract.  
 
The employer views this case differently. The company argues that it never waived its right to go 
back to the contract language, which reflects the true intent of the parties. If the language favored 
the union, the union would be making the argument the company is making today: management  
wants to go back to what was negotiated. 
 
 
Questions: 

1) Though this case was taken to arbitration, would you have taken the case to 
arbitration? Why or why not?  

2) What would you guess that the outcome is likely to be if the case went to 
arbitration? And why? 
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Summary  
  
 Burden of Proof:  

For cases that are rule violations or past practice- the burden of proof is on the union. 
We must prove to management that they broke whatever we are saying they have.   
  
For cases that are discipline- the burden of proof is on management. Management must 
prove to the union that they have met the steps of just cause before they gave the discipline.   

  
• The grievance procedure is a tool for enforcing the contract and protecting the rights of 

members. The grievance procedure works best in a work site where workers support their 
stewards and members act collectively. In a work site that is weak, management can drag out 
the resolution of issues and not abide by the contract. It all depends on your ability to ensure 
you have the support of your co-workers.  

 
• The grievance procedure cannot be viewed as a neutral, individual, or a legalistic process. 

We must incorporate the grievance procedure into a larger strategy of building our union 
power in the workplace. When we file grievances, we should think of them as serving two 
purposes: to make sure that management is abiding by the contract & to educate, empower 
and move members into action. 
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Section Three: Investigating a Grievance 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this section is to learn what you need in order to do a complete 
investigation and the art of interviewing for investigations of workplace issues.   
  
Introduction: In order to determine if a grievance is really grievance you first have to get all the 
facts around the issue. We will explore ways to make sure you are getting all the information you 
need before you determine what steps to take next 
 

Activity One: Large group activity.  
Typically, when investigating a grievance, we 
try to answer the WHO, WHEN, WHY, 
WHERE & REMEDY. Think about the scenario 
for the past practice grievance having to do with 
the Holiday Pay. As a large group, answer the 
questions below.  
 
 
 
 

        
 
WHO: Who is the grievant in that case? 
 
WHEN: What is the time element of the case? 
 
WHY: Why is this a grievance? 
 
WHERE: Where is the the exact place where the grievance took place – the department, aisle, 
office, facility?  
 
REMEDY: What should be done about the grievance? The remedy desired and what adjustment 
is expected. 
Activity Two:  Review the following two fact sheets.  
 
 
 
 
 
Activity Two: Large group activity 
Review the following fact sheets: “Investigating a Potential grievance” & “Good Language to 
use When Interviewing”, as a large group.  
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Investigating a Potential Grievance 
 

1) Investigate with an open mind. Don’t personalize issues or prejudge the grievance’s 
merits. Maintain an objective attitude.  

 
2) Interview the grievant and listen carefully to the grievant’s story. Interview witnesses and 

management. Get a written statement from witnesses, if possible. Keep written records of 
the interviews.  

 
3) Make information requests. Ask for all relevant information and documents from 

management. Request a copy of the personnel file. Request any other management 
records needed.  

 
4) Review relevant contract provisions, side letters, relevant law or regulations, and the 

organizations polices or rules.  
 

5) Check previous grievance settlements for precedents. In past practice cases, identify as 
many examples of the past practice as possible. Obtain first-hand accounts.  

 
6) Determine if the problem impacts others in the workplace.  

 
7) Determine the remedy.  

 
8) Determine who can resolve the issue. 

 
9) Determine the best strategy for resolving the issue (informal discussion, filing a 

grievance, demand to bargain, a group action, going up the chain of command, filing a 
complaint with a regulatory body).  

 
10) Check experiences of other stewards in similar cases. 
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Good Language to Use When Interviewing 
 
“I’m taking notes to help me understand and remember facts.”  
 
“If I ask questions management will ask, it’s because I need to know the answers to represent 
you well.”  
 
“Can you tell me more about what happened?”  
“What do you think management will say happened?”  
 
“I’m not sure I know what you mean by that.” “How do you know that?” “Are there any rules 
about that where you work?” 
  

 
“Did that happen before or after ______?” 
“How do you know what time it was when 
that happened?”  
 
“I want to be sure I understand the sequence 
of events, is this right….” 
“What were the exact words you (they) 
used?”  

 
 
“Tell me about anything like this that happened to you or someone else”  
“Who saw what happened?”   
 
“Who else should I talk to?”  
 
“Why do you think this happened?”  
 
“Can you give me an example of what you mean?  
 
“How many times did it happen?” 
 
“Exactly where were you (and others involved) when it happened?” 
 
“How do you get along with _____ in general?” “Is there anything else I should know?” “Let me 
summarize what I heard……………Is that a good summary?” 
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Activity Three: Role-Play  
In pairs, role-play an investigation interview. For the interview, use the scenarios from the 
previous section, on pages: 22 &23 
  
Directions for Role-Play:  
In pairs: One person play the steward and one person play the grievant.  
 

1. Steward: Think of the scenario and think of what you still want to know about the case. 
Think about what you would present to management. Do you have all the information 
you need? 
 

2. Grievant: Take a few minutes to review the scenario, make up any needed pieces to the 
scenario, but only reveal them if your steward asks the right questions.  

  
Debrief Questions after Role-Plays:  

1. For the grievant: What were good questions or techniques that your steward used in your 
interview?  
 

2. For the steward: Did you feel you were able to get all the information you needed? What 
information do you still want? 
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Summary  
  
 Avoid time wasting situations! When interviewing be careful of times when workers will 

want to take up a lot of your time.   
 
 During the interview ask direct questions and make sure the worker is sticking to the facts 

and re-direct when they are off topic.   
 
 Before meeting with a potential grievant, ask them to write up what their issue is before you 

meet with them. If they want their issue solved, they must take the time and a first step by 
documenting their issue.   
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Section Four: Discipline Investigation Meetings 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this section is to understand what Weingarten Rights are.   
  
Introduction: One of the most valuable protections a worker has is the right to representation 
when called in by the boss, these are investigation meetings.   
  
These meetings occur when a worker is called in by management to investigate or to be 
questioned on a situation that can potentially lead to the worker being disciplined.   
  
Weingarten Rights are key when discussing representation during investigation meetings. 
Weingarten Rights are named after a landmark 1975 Supreme Court case, NLRB v. J. 
Weingarten Inc., which gives a worker a legal right to union representation during a meeting 
with management that can lead to discipline.   
  
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity One: Weingarten Rights & Yes or No?  
  
As a large group, review the following fact sheet: “Weingarten Rights”, then we will review: 
“Weingarten Rights: Yes or No.”    
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Weingarten Rights 
 
 
The rights of employees to have a union representative present when they “reasonably believe” 
that an investigatory interview is to take place are called “Weingarten” rights. Investigatory 
interviews occur when a supervisor questions an employee to obtain information which could be 
used as a basis for discipline. A steward can help workers to assert these rights by:  
 

 Helping an anxious and inarticulate employee explain an incident. 
 Raising extenuating circumstances.  
 Advising an employee against a blanket denial, and, as a result, avoiding an appearance 

of dishonesty and guilt. 
 Preventing an employee from making “fatal admissions.” 
 Helping an employee to refrain from losing their temper in a potentially stressful 

situation. Serving as a witness to prevent supervisors from giving a false account of the 
investigation proceedings.  

 
Stewards do not simply have to be passive observers during an investigatory interview, they can 
take an active role in the proceedings by assisting and counseling an employee.  For example, the 
steward: 
 

 Should expect to be briefed by the supervisor on the subject matter of the interview, 
before the meeting begins. 

 Must be allowed to take the employee aside for a pre-interview conference. 
 Has the right to speak during the interview; however, does not have the right to bargain 

over the purpose of the meeting. 
 May ask for clarification of a question. 
 May counsel the employee on how to answer a question. 
 May provide supplementary information to the supervisor. 
 May call for a caucus to speak with the employee in private, outside of the room. 

 
 
Unless it is called for in the Collective Bargaining Agreement, the employee must request a 
union steward to be present; the employer does not have to tell the employee that they have this 
right. Again, check your contract! You may even have more rights than just Weingarten.   
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As a steward, you must make your Constituency aware of their Weingarten rights. Below is what 
they should know: If an employee is requested to attend a meeting in which their Weingarten 
Rights have been violated, the best advice for the employee is to:  

o Attend the meeting and say nothing, except that they request union representation.  
o The employee should respond to every question with “I request my union steward be 

present,” keep repeating this request to all questions asked.    
 
The employer at this time has three options:  

a. Stop the meeting and reschedule when a union representative can be present,  
b. Call off the meeting all together,  
c. Or inform the employee that they can waive this right- which the employee should never 

do!  
  

 
The Weingarten Declaration 
 For their own protection, workers should be instructed to read or hand this statement to 
management before the start of any meeting that could lead to discipline:  
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“If the discussion I am being asked to enter into 
could in any way lead to my discipline or 
termination or affect my personal working 
conditions, I ask that a union representative be 
present.  
 
Unless I have this union representation I respectfully 
choose not to participate in this discussion.” 
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Weingarten Rights: Yes or No? Questions  
  
If your answer is no- go to one side of the room.  If your answer is yes- go to the other side of the 
room. We will then review the answers, to see which side of the room is correct!  
  
1) A worker is called into the boss’ office in order to be informed that she has received a one day 
suspension. She requests that she have a steward attend the meeting. Management refuses to 
have the steward attend the meeting. Is this a violation of her Weingarten rights?  
  
  
2) John is called into the supervisor’s office for a discussion of his work record. John’s steward 
is sick, so John asks that the interview be delayed until his steward returns. Must management 
delay the interview until John’s steward returns to work?  
  
  
3) A worker was given a written warning about poor attendance and told that she must 
participate in absence counseling sessions with a member of the human resources department. 
Can this worker demand the presence of a union steward at the counseling sessions?  
  
  
  
4) You are a steward and notice that a worker is being interviewed in a supervisor’s office. Can 
you request to attend the meeting?  
  
  
5) A worker is called in for an interview regarding a recent accident. The worker requests that a 
union steward be present. The supervisor refuses to allow the steward to be called in, claiming 
that he is only trying to get the facts that led to the accident, and continues to question the 
worker. Can the worker refuse to answer the questions of the supervisor? 
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Weingarten Rights: Yes or No? Questions & Answers  
  
1) A worker is called into the boss’ office in order to be informed that she has received a oneday 
suspension. She requests that she have a steward attend the meeting. Management refuses to 
have the steward attend the meeting. Is this a violation of her Weingarten rights?  
  
A: Not under Weingarten. In this case the worker is being called in to be given discipline. 
Therefore it is not an investigatory interview. However, your contract may require that a steward 
be present when discipline is imposed.  
  
2) John is called into the supervisor’s office for a discussion of his work record. John’s steward 
is sick, so John asks that the interview be delayed until his steward returns. Must management 
delay the interview until John’s steward returns to work?  
  
A: No. Management does not have to delay the investigation if other union representatives are 
available.  
  
3) A worker was given a written warning about poor attendance and told that she must 
participate in absence counseling sessions with a member of the human resources department. 
Can this worker demand the presence of a union steward at the counseling sessions?  
  
A: It depends on whether the worker has a reasonable fear that the counseling could result in 
further discipline. If notes from the sessions are kept in the worker’s permanent record, or if 
other workers have been disciplined after counseling sessions, then the worker could reasonably 
fear that discipline might occur and Weingarten would apply.  
  
4) You are a steward and notice that a worker is being interviewed in a supervisor’s office. Can 
you request to attend the meeting?  
  
A: Yes. A steward has a protected right to demand admission to a Weingarten interview. Once 
the request is made, however, the worker must agree to have you in the meeting. Of course, the 
meeting must meet the tests of Weingarten for the rule to apply.  
  
5) A worker is called in for an interview regarding a recent accident. The worker requests that a 
union steward be present. The supervisor refuses to allow the steward to be called in, claiming 
that he is only trying to get the facts that led to the accident, and continues to question the 
worker. Can the worker refuse to answer the questions of the supervisor?  
  
A: Yes. According to the NLRB, when a worker is entitled to have a steward present and the 
employer refuses to allow a steward to be present, the worker can refuse to participate in the 
interview, even to the point of walking out of the interview. 
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Summary  
  
 Weingarten Rights only apply (unless written in the contract otherwise) if the member asks 

for a Union steward. It is crucial that we educate our members about this right.  
 

 Union stewards are not just witnesses at these meetings it is your role to intervene on behalf 
of the member and call a caucus if necessary.  

 
 Once you have finished a Weingarten meeting the real work begins of starting your 

investigation. 
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Section Five: Solving Grievances 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this section is to discuss different ways of solving grievances.  
 
Introduction: Many members may think and believe that using the grievance process it the best 
way to solve issues. In reality, it is a very individualistic and long process if the case ultimately 
ends up in arbitration. If issues aren’t resolved quickly, members won’t believe that the Union is 
strong and will lose faith in your leadership. Don’t get me wrong, the grievance process does 
ultimately solve issues between management and the Union and for some issues, it is absolutely 
necessary. But as stewards we should always try to solve issues as quickly as possible. It not 
only builds trust and faith in the Union but builds the power of the union in your department.  
 
 
Activity One: Large group activity. 
In a large group, think of the pros and cons of settling a grievance or an issue. “Settling” 
meaning you don’t win the full remedy but partial or don’t take the issue all the way and solve in 
a different manner. The issue can be union related or not.  
 

PROS + CONS - 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Activity Two:  
In a large group, review the following fact sheet: How to Probe for Settlements on Grievances. 
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How to Probe for Settlements on Grievances 
 
Grievance procedures were originally designed to help Unions and management work out 
problems as close to the source of the issues as possible, and with a minimum of conflict. 
 
But sometimes, management decides they want to frustrate the union, so they won’t settle 
anything. 
 
In those cases stewards may have to organize members to pressure management into taking 
grievances seriously. There’s an awful lot to be said for having a strong, committed membership 
putting its muscles into convincing management to do the right thing. There’s nothing like 
having a determined group of workers standing outside a manager’s door to make him sit up and 
take notice. 
 
However, in situations where management is willing to work things out, removing the obstacles 
to getting settlements might be the style stewards use in dealing with management. If all you do 
is press the reasons why your interpretation of the contract or version of the facts are the correct 
ones, you may not get to talking about possible settlements. 
 
At some point stewards need to question their management counterpart about what it would take 
to reach a fair resolution of the issue at hand. It might be the key to resolving grievances. 
 
Experienced stewards know that sometimes you have to ask management a lot of questions if 
you want to reach your goal. There may be a way for both sides to come out satisfied, but you 
have to know how to determine if that’s possible, and you can only do that by posing the right 
questions.  
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Here are a number of suggested questions that just might get management saying more than no to 
all your grievances. 
 

Do you understand the problem we 
are trying to solve with our remedy? 

 Maybe the supervisor isn’t clear on the real issue. Getting 
him to state it may open the door to resolution.  
 

What about our proposed remedy do 
you have a problem with?  

 Maybe the remedy’s fine but one element doesn’t work. 
You might be able to modify the one point, as long as the 
basic issue is dealt with. 
 

Do you have other suggestions for 
how we can resolve this? 

 The answer may surprise you: It may be something you 
can assure is not going to happen. They may be 
overestimating the impact. Or may be misunderstanding 
the true nature of the remedy you are seeking.  
 

What is you position and can you 
explain how you arrived at that 
position?  

 Maybe he’s locked into his position for a bad reason, one 
you can convince him is wrong.  
 
If you understand his logic you may be able to more 
successfully counter his arguments. Or maybe he 
misunderstands or doesn’t know about a basic fact in the 
case.  
 

This is very important to us. Are you 
saying you have no flexibility at all?  

 If he indicates flexibility, you’ll know you’ve got some 
room to operate. If he doesn’t, at least you’ll know you’ve 
hit a wall and can prepare for the next step.  
 

Make us a counterproposal on that.  You may well not find his counter-proposal acceptable, 
but it could open some new avenues leading to an 
acceptable deal.  
 

If we have some flexibility on X, 
would you have some flexibility on 
Y? 

 You’ll want to use this approach with caution, because 
once you hint that you have flexibility on an issue, it’s 
hard to take it back entirely. And be careful that you don’t 
get into trading grievances. The flexibility has to be in 
within the case you’re discussing.  
 

The grievance procedure is supposed 
to be a way for us to resolve 
problems. Why are you unwilling to 
look for a settlement?  

 Put the onus on management to defend his 
unresponsiveness- that’s a lot better than going around and 
around over the same facts. And maybe the answer to that 
question- if there is one- will open a window of 
opportunity. If he gives a specific reason for his 
unwillingness, it may be a reason you can get him to 
dismiss, or view differently in the light of suggestions or 
alternative approaches you may have.  
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A Word of Caution Here 
Before you probe management for a possible compromise, make sure you have discussed 
potential settlements with all the members involved in the case. Never make a final 
settlement offer without getting member approval and seriously considering, along with other 
union leadership, any precedents that might be set.  
 
Activity Three: Role Play: What are possible remedies?  
Think back to one of the scenarios we discussed earlier: Previous Discipline. (page 22) What we 
learned is that we don’t really have a good shot with an arbitrator in this cases. The best case 
scenario is for us to settle the case.  
 
In small groups choose three people to role-play getting a settlement on this case. One participant 
should play management, one should be the steward and one should be the grievant- Charles. In 
your groups, talk to management to try to settle the case. Remember! If this case goes to 
arbitration- the grievant will walk away with nothing.  
 
Here is some additional information for your role-play: 
Management is glad they fired Charles, he has a really bad attitude at work. For the most part, 
people in his department don’t want to work with him. He is always “goofing off” and making 
bad jokes. 
 
The remedy that the Union is seeking is full reinstatement, all backpay, termination erased from 
his record and all benefits restored. Charles goes back and forth with you on if he really actually 
wants his job back.  
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Summary 
 
 A settlement ca be a win-win for everyone when it comes to grievances. We shouldn’t think 

of them as losses but a win to a problem solved. 
 
 Sometimes settlement may be out only option because we know that cases will not win in 

arbitration. We have more power in out facilities than we do with an arbitrator. We have 
relationships and more flexibility when it comes to settling cases with management. 

 
 Remember! If you settle a case, get the terms of the settlement signed off on right there and 

then. Even if you have to write it down on a piece of paper! Both parties need to leave the 
meeting with a clear understanding and an agreement to what the actual settlement is.  

 
 
 
 
 


